Pharmacy labeling: SecurColor™ on-demand color labeling for Pharmacy Compounding

Paper Labels

- 2 ¼" Continuous Roll IV Bag Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-225-PAPER

- 2 ½" Continuous Paper Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-225-PAPER

- 3" Continuous Paper Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-3-PAPER

*Continuous labels do not contain any notches, gaps or holes between each label. Using the printer/software, you can specify the label length you want.

Synthetic Labels

- 2" Continuous Synthetic Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-2

- 2 ¼" Continuous Synthetic Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-225

- 2 ½" Continuous Synthetic Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-25

*Continuous labels do not contain any notches, gaps or holes between each label. Using the printer/software, you can specify the label length you want.

Synthetic Labels

- 3" Continuous Synthetic Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-3

- 3 ¼" Continuous Synthetic Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-35

- 4" Continuous Synthetic Label
  - Roll length: 1500 inches
  - Product # SC-BAXA-4

This label has a backslit

Synthetic Labels

- 2 ¾" x ¾" Die Cut (No perfs between labels)
  - Synthetic Label
  - 1500 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-MGH-2

- 1.625" x 0.875" Die Cut/Perfs between labels
  - Synthetic Label
  - 1525 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-1625X875

- 3 ¾" x 1.375" Die Cut/Perfs between labels
  - Synthetic Label
  - 1000 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-1625X875

Synthetic Labels

- 2" x ¾"
  - Die Cut/Perfs between labels
  - Synthetic Label
  - 1250 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-2X875

- 3" x 1"
  - Die Cut/Perfs between labels
  - Synthetic Label
  - 1300 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-3X1

- 3" x 1 ¼"
  - Die Cut/Perfs between labels
  - Synthetic Label
  - 1000 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-3X125

Synthetic Labels

- 3" x 1 ½"
  - Die Cut/Perfs between labels
  - Synthetic Label
  - 800 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-3X175

- 4" x 1"
  - Die Cut/Perfs between labels
  - Synthetic Label
  - 1525 labels per roll
  - Product # SC-4X1

Custom Labels

- Product # SC-4X1-FLAG
  - 4" x 1" Synthetic Special Die Cut Label with perfs. 1250 labels/roll. The label has a centered face perf on the right side (½ of label on each side of the perf) in order to fold the label over onto itself, creating a “flag” and 0.375” portion to adhere to a syringe.

- Product # SC-35X75-FOLD
  - 3 ½" x ¾" Synthetic Special Die Cut Label with perfs, 1650 labels/roll. Features a vertical face perf ¾" from the right edge and a vertical slit on the liner. 9375” from the right edge of the liner. Simply tear the the face perf and apply the larger portion of the label to a prescription vial and the smaller portion to the patient’s chart.